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VENTED BEER KEG CAP KC-NTE-RED PER BOX OF 2000

Con-Tech offers beer keg caps  in a variety of colors including red.

SKU:  KC NTE RED  | Category:  Beer Keg Caps  | Tags:  beer keg accessories , beer keg caps ,
Small container closures , vented beer keg cap

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Con-Tech  supplies red  beer keg caps  and accessories to satisfy the exacting standards of
breweries throughout the world.

Since 1996, Con-Tech has supplied the food and beverage packaging parts industry with a
diverse menu of products from manufacturers in China, Taiwan, India and elsewhere, many of
whom are  ISO certi fied . Our customers make products ranging from potato chips, maple syrup

and peppermint oil to vodka and elderberry shots.

Con-Tech outsource manufacturing  also contributes to the packaging of natural flavorings
and oils used in foods chosen to deliver the highest quality at lowest cost available
anywhere. These packaging products, many of which are on hand and ready for immediate

delivery, are used in foods as well as in products ranging from oral care to chewing gum
and pharmaceuticals.

We provide red beer keg caps , which are small plastic tops covering keg neck openings. Our
beer keg caps perform a vital function in protecting the valve from debris build up

leading to mold and potential product ruination.

We also supply forged and machined beer keg necks  and accessories to satisfy the exacting
standards of breweries throughout the world. Con-Tech also sells sanitary pumps for used
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in the highly regulated food area.

Our beer key necks, couplings connecting valves to beer kegs, are available in both US
“draft style” and standard European 14 tpi European threaded styles. Both are subjected

to Statistical Process Control for certain dimensions and are stain and rust resistant as
they are composed of special stainless steel. Stainless steel, an iron-containing alloy

made up or two or more chemical elements, comes in more than 57 stainless steel standard
alloys along with numerous proprietary alloys.

Our beer keg  accessories are usable for beer kegs, green items that are frequently
recycled. The largest keg-refurbishing company in the U.S. cleans, repairs and sterilizes

as many as 100,000 units every year. With a typical lifespan of 30 years, kegs are
incredibly durable.
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